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Regis, Loretto Cosponsor ACSPR Sodality Takes Over 
Meet; Twelve Regis Men Attend 
Loretto Heights college and Regis College were joint hosts 
to the visiting high schools at the tenth annual convention of 
Duty of Purchasing 
Service Men's Plaque 
+Nine Regis Men Heed Army Call 
To Leave For Preflight Training 
the Association of Catholic School Press Relations, which was The Regis Sodality has taken 
held Friday, Feb. 19. The conference was limited this · year over the responsibility of procur, 
to one day instead of the usual two-day meet because of war. 
time conditions, and was held at Loretto Heights. ing a plaque for the Regis service 
On Feb. 20, 1943, nine Regis College students who are 
members of the Army Air Corps enlisted reserves left Regis 
College for Jefferson Barracks, Missouri, where they will re-
ceive basic training and then be assigned as aviation cadets. 
John Bible, James Gleason, Michael Griego, Ben Hannigan, 
George Hunter, Jack McMahon, Leroy Oman, J"ohn Langs-
---------------+ feld, and Don Winter are the 
Frolic to Be Held at - students who left. The theme of this year's con-+- men. according to John A. Yele-
ference was "The Press in a William E. Barrett, writer and nich, prefect of the Sodality. This 
Democracy." The day was begun author for current magazines, was decided at the last meeting 
spoke about technical tricks of 
with Mass in the Loretto Heights 
Albany Hotel Mar. 26 
chapel at 9:00 a. m. The Rev-
erend John Buttimer, C.SS.R., 
pastor of St. Joseph's parish in 
Denver was the celebrant. Fol-
lowing this, at 9:45, there was a 
general session in tl;le college 
auditorium at which there was the 
roll call of the various schools in 
attendance. Miss Regina Reite-
meir of Loretto Heights, Presi-
dent of the A.C.S.P.R. and of the 
Loretto Heights College Press 
Club, was the chairman for the 
meeting. Also in attendance were 
the vice-president of the A.C.S. 
P.R. from Cathedral high school 
in Denver, the secretary, from 
Loretto Heights, and the staff of 
directors from St. Mary's high, 
Colorado Springs; St. Mary's 
academy, Denver, and Cathedral 
high school, Denver. 
Welcoming AddreSs 
Doctor Paul Ketrick, president 
of Loretto Heights college made 
the welcoming address to the 
delegates both from Denver and 
to those from out-of-town. 
writing. 
Late Friday afternoon Benedic-
tion was held in the chapel, fol-
lowed by a banquet 6:30 in the 
college dining hall. Speakers for 
the evening were the Reverend 
Robert McMahon of St. Francis 
parish in Denver; the Reverend 
Hubert M. Newell, archdiocesan 
superintendent of schools; Francis 
Morriss, Regis College senior; and 
Shirley Horan and Margaret Mad-
den of Loretto Heights college. 
Cllma.:\:ed by Dance 
The day was climaxed by a 
dance held in the Morrison Hall 
for the delegates at 9:00. Out-of-
town delegates were entertained 
on Saturday by a tour of ):he vari-
ous Denver newspaper plants. 
held on Feb. 17, because the stu-
dent council had taken no steps 
toward securing the plaque in the 
five months since it volunteered 
for the job, Yelenich said. At the 
meeting it was voted to appoint 
a committee to transact the busi-
ness in whatever manner they 
thought best. This committee was 
given carte blanche in regard to 
the type and. size of the plaque, 
with the restriction that it be of 
a reasonable cost. The men auth-
orized to buy this honor roll are 
Leroy Bonger, Phil Brockish, John 
Gleason, Joseph Gonzales, and 
Harry Wilder. 
The plaque will include the 
names of all students and alumni 
from Regis who have entered the 
armed forces of the United States 
since the beginning of the war. 
It was suggested that it be hung 
in Carroll Hall directly inside and 
opposite the main entrance, since 
it is the most prominent position 
in the school. 
Bonger Elected New 
The Regis College Flunkers' 
Frolic will be held Friday, Feb. 
26 in the Cathedral Room of the 
Albany Hotel, according to Don-
ald McGregor, a member of tlie 
dance committee. This site was 
choS'en after the original plan to 
have the dance in the gym was 
cancelied ·because a dance during 
the basketball season harms the 
floor surface for games and neces-
sitates refinishing. The dance is 
to be strictly informal according 
to McGregor. He said the dance 
was to be run on a non-profit 
basis and therefore the price of 
admission would be limited to ap-
proximately one dollar per couple. 
Matt Kramer and his orchestra 
have been engaged for the affair. 
This year the Frolic is to spon-
sored hy the freshman and junior 
classes. It is the fifth in the 
series of six college dances per-
mitted by the ODT during the 
course of the school year and it 
will be a preliminary to the Spring 
Formal which will be held shortly 
after the termination of the Len-
ten season. 
Mr. Walter J. Ong, S.J., mod-
erator of the Regis College paper, 
The Brown and Gold, · giving the 
opening address of the convention, 
spoke on the audience of the 
American press. 
Regis College delegates to the 
Convention included the following 
members of the Brown and Gold 
staff: Henry K. Becker, Harry 
W. Wilder, Francis Morriss, John 
A. Yelenick, Guy L. Reed, James 
R. McCoy, James C. Sunderland, 
Galen E. Rowe, Joseph M. Spauld-
ing:, Herman E. Faulhaber, John 
Morozumi, and Mr. Walter J. 
Ong, S.J., faculty advisor of stu-
dent publications. Frosh Vice-President CoDe e Students to 
Leroy Bonger, a f r e s h m a n g 
Following the general session 
there was a general forum in the 
auditorium, conducted by the 
Regis College and Loretto Heights 
students, and which was thrown 
open to the floor to be participat-
ed in by the visiting delegates 
from the various schools. 
Baseball Team To Be 
Shelved This Season 
Regis College will abandon any 
sort of official baseball team this 
year according to the Rev. Flor-
ence J. Mahoney, S. J., director 
mathematics major, was elected 
vice-president of the freshman 
class at the election held Thurs-
Writing Contest 
of athletics at Regis. "We regret 
After lunch, which was held in that we will not be able to pro-
Morrison hall, there was a writing . 
day, Feb. 18. there was no student 
elected to this post in the begin-
ning of the year to fill , in for any 
absence of the president and con-
sequently a man was needed to 
fill the office of president vacated 
by John Langsfield who left for 
the army air corps Feb. 22. Bon-
ger, as a result, automatically be-
came president. 
~contest and an advisor's meeting 
~n the library. A round-table of 
discussion groups was held on 
various subjects pertaining to 
schqol Pllblications. Technique of 
advertising, publicity, news cover-
age, columns, editing, copyreading 
and features were the problems of 
discussion which were conducted 
by students representing Regis 
College and Loretto Heights col-
lege. 
In the afternoon, the delegates 
reconvened for another session in 
the auditorium at which time the 
Very Reverend John J. Flanagan, 
S.J., president of Regis College, 
spoke on education for a writer. 
After Father Flanagan's speech, 
mote a club this year," said Father 
Mahoney, "but since the school 
term ends in a short time, and 
since many of the schools wl'iich 
we have played in past years will 
not have a (!lub, we must abandon 
the idea." There is a possibility 
however that a team will be form-
ed which will play the various 
local teams about the city. 
Jim Sunderland and Bob Braun-
reiter were the other nominees 
for the office. The remainder of 
the freshman class officers will 
continue in their present capaci-
ties. 
Ex-Editor to Marry . 
This move seems to be repre- The engagement of Miss Mar-
sentative of the actions of the geret E. Moore and Staff Sgt. 
majority of colleges and universi- John F. Connors was announced 
ties throughout the nation, in their during the past week. Connors 
gradual abandonment of all major is a graduate of Regis College 
sports because of the serious and a former editor of the Brown 
shortage of students and the ban and Gold. He is permanently sta-
on participation in sports of any tioned at Lowry Field, Denver in 
military sponsored students. the Public Relations Department. 
Speak at PTA 'Meet 
As an outgrowth of the Den,ver 
university Rocky Mountain Speech 
Conference which was ' held on 
February 12, 13, and 14, the Regis 
College speech students are · going 
to put on a symposium of college 
students from Loretto Heights 
college and · Regis college before 
the Regis College Parents Club 
on Monday evening, March 1, at 
8:30 p. m. 
The symposium will be com-
posed of a chairman and five 
members. Those who will speak 
are the following: Richard Brown 
on 'The Causes of War'; Francis 
Morriss on 'The Holy Father's 
Peace Aims'; Sara Lee Yetter on 
'Regional Federation; Guy Reed 
on 'International Federation'; and 
Peggy Chamberfs on 'A Revised 
League of Nations'. 
John E. Bell will be the chair-
man and after the individual 
speeches which are to be. five to 
seven minutes in length, the 
symposium will be thrown open 
to the audience for questions and 
there will be questions among the 
(Continued on Page 8) 
John Langsfeld, president of the 
freshman class, was among those 
who left. John was a pre-dental 
student who enlisted during the 
last semester. · He was also a 
member of the Theta Alpha Delta. 
He has a younger brother who is 
in the Navy. Before he left Langs· 
feld was asked what he intended 
to do after the war wa.S over. He 
said that he would return to school 
and finish his course. When asked 
what school, he said, "Regis, of 
course." Flying will not be a new 
experience with Langsfeld. He 
attended Valley Flying school in 
Colorado Springs last summer. 
John was born in Colorado Springs 
and has commuted between Den-
ver and there for the past twenty 
years. He attended North high 
school, entering Regis College last 
fall. 
Don Winter, a junior and biol-
ogy major, was another one of 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Manner of Mailing 
B&G to Service Men 
Regis servicemen w a. n t 
THE BROWN AND GOLD. 
We know that from requests 
and from notes of thanks 
when the B & G is received. 
We are trying to get the 
B & G to all former Regis 
students in the service. We 
tried mailing copies to mili-
tary addresses. · But these 
change too often, and most 
of the time we are not noti-
fied of the change. Being 
second-class matter, the B 
& G is not fol'\Varded. 
Now we mail each issue to 
the servicemen's h o m e s , 
m a r k e d ''Please remali." 
Here's ·how to do the re-
ma.iling: 
DON'T REMAIL IN THE 
ORIGINAL WRAPPER. For 
addresses in the continental · 
U. S., re-wrap (the copy may 
be pla.ced in an unsealed 
envelope) a,nd re-address the 
copy, affixing a. 1 Yz c stamp. 
At present deliveries of 
periodicals to A.P.O. · ad-
dresses outside the continen-
tal U. S. are restricted. 
Postal authorities say that 
if the B & G is remailed in 
a sealed envelope, first-class, 
it will probably be delivered 
to such addresses. The post-
age in such a. case is 6c. 
Page 'fwo THE BROWN AND GOLD February 24, 1943 
Walton Becomes New I I Intramural Manager Rangers Shoulder Arm~ 
, Leo Walton, a freshman ac- .__ ________________ ..;.. __________ ..! 
Lieutenant Joe sunderland visited the campus February 18 
en route to an assignment as classification officer at the Lockheed 
plant in California. Joe received his commission in the air force at 
Miami, Fla. 
There is a well founded story that 
counting major at Regis, will sue- (By FATHER CONWAY) John Connors, the Mayor of Lowry, will 
soon take unto himself · a wife. Stand by 
for more bulletins. ceed Mike Greigo as manager of 
the college intramural program, 
according to word from the stu-
dent council and the Rev. Flor-
ence J. Mahoney, S.J., director of 
athletics. Walton will take over 
the intramurals immediately since 
Griego has already left for the 
army air corps. He said that the 
intramural basketball teams will 
continue play until the schedule 
has been completed and that he 
hopes to have both the intramural 
baseball teams and a table tennis 
tournament as in past years. This 
is in line with the government 
wishes of keeping all college stu-
dents as physically fit as possible, 
Walton said. 
Journalis~s Har:npered 
By Gremlins' Cousins 
For the millions who are slight-
ly pixy-minded, the discovery of 
the gremlins, those devlish little 
sprites who mess things up for 
the fliers of the royal air force, 
has provided one of the major 
excitements of the war. Come to 
think of it, it is as easy to be-
lieve in gremlins as in banshees 
and leprech:a,uns or in any of the 
creatures that dance across the 
pages of that fine Irish writer, 
Mr. James Stephens. 
But gremlins were not enough. 
The alert though sometimes ex-
asperating minds that conduct 
the radio industry have come 
forward with their set of cute 
little people. These . are called 
grohms. One type of grohm, the 
slobnik, "Jouses up" the copy of 
scrip writers; another, the laff-
nix, flattens the lines of come-
dians; still another, the foobus, 
makes noises in microphones. 
This, also, is an interesting dis-
covery, sure to provide much 
merriment among the people of 
radio, to whom laughter comes 
rather easily. 
But why the .excitement? Jour-
nalism itself has long had its own 
set of little rascals who for 
generations have messed up one 
thing or another. Various phe-
nomeNa observed in newspaper 
offices leads to the inescapable 
conclusion t h a t journalism is 
haunted by as pernicious a set 
of strange folk as ever harassed 
an airplane pilot or made life in 
a radio studio miserable. 
These troublemakers h a v e 
been tentatively named mergen-
fellers, and they come in .many 
guises. Most puckish of the lot, 
perhaps, are the eternally play-
ful twins, etaoin and shrdlu, who 
have great fun sliding up and 
down the keybo~s of linotype 
machines. They can Inject a 
note of nonsense and confusion 
into the most solemn discourse. 
There are the slantites, the 
'tiniest and meanest of them all, 
who have been known to bite all 
the members of a newspaper staff, . 
from publisher to copy boy, giv-
ing them a depressing low-grade 
infection known as slantitis. Vic-
tims are afraid of straight facts; 
(Continued on Page 3) 
For 
the Be•t in 
Everyday Neceuitie• 
LETTERS from Bill Waltemath reveal that he was wounded during the landing at Casablanca. Given the clui.nce to be . invalided home, Bill preferred to ·be hospitalized in Africa. He recovered .;: ic it 
in time to serve with the military police during President Roosevelt's A card from Jerry Loomis, sta-
visit, and appeared in some of the news-reels taken during that tioned at Fort Devens, Mass., an-
period. He has now returned to his outfit in the field. nounced that he was recently re-
.;: -+c .;: ceived into the Church. Write your 
Bob Coursey was conunissioned a congratulations to Pvt. Girard w. 
lieutenant in the Air Force February 6 Loomis, Hq. Det., _c.A.C., Fort 
at the Advanced Flying Schoql at Devens, Mass. 
Douglas, Ariz. .;: ic .;: 
.;: ic .;: James (Nick) Carter has been in Denver on a, furlough before 
Bill Baum received· his commission recently proceeding to the Tank Destroyer Officers' School at Camp Hood, 
In the Chemical Warfare Service at Edgewood Texas. 
-+c Arsenal, Md. 
Coursey .;: -+c .;: 
Sam Kennedy's address is now Bks 722, 814th T.S.S., 
Sheppard Field, Texas. 
Latest news of the Regis Club at the Naval 
Air Station at Corpus Christi, Texas, come in a 
long letter from Jack Sherer. Mac Stewart grad-
uated from the .Patrol Plane School, and is now 
an Ensign, USNR. Bob Hoppe will soon receive 
his wings as a fighter pilot in the Navy. Joe 
Simms will be commissioned at the same time 
as a dive-bomber pilot. Jack Nevans is still 
in training to he a torpedo-bomber pilot. Shelley Pittman has already 
been commissioned an ensign in the torpedo squadron. Jack Sherer 
and Leo Kelleher are room~mates and both have been commissioned 
in the Marines as pilots of patrol planes. Best of luck to all our 
Regis flyers at Corpus Christi, not forgetting the grand-daddy of 
them all, Lieutenant (j.g.) H~rold Denery. 
.;: -+c .;: 
Gene McClain is now an ensign stationed at Rodd Field, 
Corpus Christi. 
Another transfer to Corpus Christi is Joe 
radio work at Ward Island, 
Corporal Gene Aiello is thus addressed: 
A.P.O. 4075-A, Postmaster, New Orleans, 
La. 
Martin (the Count) Kuretich has gone in another direction. 
His address is A.P.O. 3461, Postmaster, New York City. 
-tc -+c .;: . 
Cecil (Red) King followed Bob McDonald down to 
College Station, Texas, where he is taking a radio course 
with eight hours of class work a day. His address is Cecil 
W. King, S 2/c, U.s:N., Box 5716, College Station, Texas. 
.;: -+c .;: 
Pvt. V. Cook is in the Marine Corps, Pit. · 28, R.D.M.C.B., San 
Diego, Cal. 
-+c 
M. J. McDonough, A. s., is up in the mountains of Idaho; 
at camp Bennion, Co. 79-48, U.S.N.T.S. 
-tc -+c .;: 
Corporal George De . Tirro led the individual scorers in the 
basketball league at Davis-Monthan field, Ariz., and was chosen to 
be a member of the field's all-star team for competition with other 
service outfits. 
Joseph P. Lewis recently rose from second to first lieutenant 
in the army air force. Joe has be.en adjutant of a cadet section at 
the Nashville, Tenn., air center. 
-tc -+c .;: 
Ray Noone passed through the Fort Logan induction 
base a week ago, and Is now in Atlanta, Ga. 
.;: -+c .;: 
Joe Brandiger misses our salubrious climate. It is plenty cold 
down at Jefferson Barracks, where Joe is being conditioned for the 
air force. Joe will have plenty of company soon, as the following 
have left recently for the army air force and most of them expected 
to join Joe: George Hunter, Jack McMahon, Jack Bible, Mike Griego, 
John Langsfeld, LeRoy Oman, Ben Hannigan, Don Winter, and Jim 
Gleason. 
-+c 
We are awaiting the addresses of those . men who left 
r~ntly for the army: Warren Hansen, Jack Michel, Ted 
Kemme, Art Hughes, and Hugh Zindler. Don McMahon has 
left to join the navy air corps. George Cornall left for home 
still undecedlded between the navy and the merchant marine. 
Rumor has it that Bill Bastien is In the latter service. 
George Bucher, who r~cently enlisted in the Marines, 
writes an interesting letter about life in the boot camp at 
San Diego. George hopes to be assigned to a branch of 
communications called "Radar." 
"WONDER WHAT THAT FELLOW 
THINKS ABOUT ON THE 
WAY DOWN" 
"Did you know that high 
altitude makes you terri-
bly thirsty? 'Dehydrates', 
they call it. Who wouldn't 
went en ice-cold Coke. 
Coca -Cola not only 
quenches thirst, it adds 
refreshment, too. And taste 
•.• a deliciousness all its own. 
And quality you count on. 
Makes you glad you were 
thirsty." 
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA·COLA COMPANY BY 
DENVER COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY 
BOWL AT 
COLFAX LANES 
12 Ultra Modern 
Bowling Lanes 
Fred Guijhurst MA. 9844 
LONGERO 
BOILER & SHEET moN 
WORKS 
KE. 7908 
8410 Brighton Blvd. 
THE CASCADE LAUNDRY 
Where Your Patronage u Appreciated 
11 Denver, s Most Progressive Laundry" 
Phone MAin 8052 1847-49 Market St. 
We use Soft Water We call and deliver 
DOYLE'S PHARMACY For Your Favorite 
Fountain Drink• 17tJa a Gnat "THE PARTICULAR DRUGGIST" KE. 6987 
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-Brown AND GOLD photo by J . Donald McGregor. Cut courtesy Register. 
?iscussion group on sports at the tenth annual con vel) tion of the Association of Catholic School Press Rela-
t ons at Lo retto Heights College, Friday, February 19, 1943. Seated at table: James Sunderland, sports 
editor of the BROWN AND GOLD at Regis College and chairman of the discussion on sports. Standing, 
left to right: Theresa Dee, St. Mary's academy, Denver ; Rita Kennebeck, st. Mary's academy, Denver; 
Jacqueline Halbert, St. F rancis de Sales . high , Denver; Ali~e Cooney, St. Francis de Sales high, Denver, 
and Frank Popish, freshm a n at Regis College, also representing Annunciation high school. ' 
Page Three 
A c p·. J&J Richter Reporta lroa w .. JaiDIJiloa 
WASffiNGTON- (ACP) -Re-
sults of a national inquiry into 
the collegiate mind were announc-
ed this week by OWI. 
Four organizations-the Amer-
ican Council on Education, the 
Association of American Junior 
Colleges, the National Student 
Federation of America and the 
International Student Service-
asked student governments and 
war councils what questions col-
lege students wanted answered. 
More than 200 colleges replied. 
The results, in terms of winning 
the war and the peace, were good. 
Questions most often and most 
widely asked were how students 
can contribute most to the war 
·and postwar world, how war af-
fects education, what the fight~ 
!rig's for, what the postwar world 
will be like. 
~ere are some of the questions, 
answered. by government experts: 
What's the most useful thing to 
do before being drafted? 
Keep studying until called. Get 
into good physical condition. Read 
about the new kind of war and 
why we fight it. 
Can . I continue my studies in 
the army? 
useful war service for the duration 
and some time after. 
The idea has gone to Manpower 
Commissioner McNutt. 
WARTIME WASHINGTON 
Draft jitters are hitting young 
married men who staff many fed-
eral agencies. Reports- they were 
eligible for a 3-B induction delay 
until 3-A's are called raise many 
false hopes. Then came the order 
abolishing dependency deferments. 
Queries about deferable war jobs 
flooded Employment Service of-
fices. It's fairly clear now most 
agencies will a!lk 3-B ratings for 
only a few key men. Some won't 
request deferments on any basis. 
War is giving many handicap-
ped persons their first chance at 
a real job. Two thousand were 
hired here in six months. They 
Include a blind mechanic, an arm-
less telephone .operator, a truck 
driver without feet and many one-
armed chauffeurs. 
Priorities Prevent 
Ping Pong Purchase 
Yes. After you've been in four 
f"!'"'''''''''''"''''•••• .. ••••••••• .................... l months, enroll in the Army In-
"The nation's capital" is being 
spread across the map in the war-
time deetantralization program. In 
a single year, enough agencies 
were moved from Washington to 
make room for 37,076 workers 
here. Removal of one office alone 
took 9,000 jobs out of town. Itona Recovers from 
His Serious Illness s 
e I stitute or with one of 76 unlver-e n 10 r 1 slties and colleges offering cor~ 1 respondence courses to soldiers. ____ ....... ...,.,_._,_ ....... __ """'_""' 
Fred Itona, a senior at . 
Regis and feature columnist 
of the BROWN AND GOLD, 
has completely recovered 
from a serious case of pneu-
monia and is once more back 
at school. He says that he 
suffered no apparent ill ef-
fects other than a loss of 
several pounds, and declares 
himself ready to carry on as 
usual. ms recovery is to be 
doubly appreciated because 
of the fears which were 
previously expressed that his 
attack would prove fatal. 
John Flanagan, president of the 
student council, announced last 
week that the plan to ·buy new 
ping pong tables was abandoned 
because of armed force priorities. 
Sk h . Are more educated men really Gremlins' CousJ·ns-e. fC • • .riif needed or should we all get into the army or production jobs ? 
By JAl\IES HOARE . So far as you are free to do so, 
...................... " .. •••••ou••••••••••• ... •••••........ it's wiser to continue your educa- they hoot at the Ideal of objec-
(Continued from Page 2) 
"The only thing left to do is 
to endeavor to have the old ones 
repaired,'' Flanagan said. He also 
said that the committee appointed 
to do the job was making ar-
rangements for the necessary re-
pairs. The tables will be set up 
fu the locker room when they are 
finished. · . 
L----------' Regis Grad in Training 
Government Clarifies At Great Lakes Station 
Status ·of Reservists 
During recent weeks the differ-
ent branches of the armed forces 
have made clarifying statements 
as to the position of their respec-
tive reserves. 
V-1, V-'7 .•• 
The navy announced that those 
in the V-1 and V-7 branches will 
be called Into active duty between 
June 1 and July 1. 
1\'IARINES •.• 
The Marine corps expects to call 
up its reserves during the same 
period as that of the navy. 
V-5 ••• 
The navy has s~ld nothing that 
1 effects the status of those in the 
Joseph V. ·connelly, a former 
football and baseball star at Regis 
College, has entered the U. S. 
Naval reserve as a chief specialist 
and is now at the Great Lakes 
training station. He is undergoing 
a period of advanc_p training 
which will give him the proper 
background to later qualify as· a 
company commander in the navy. 
Connelly was appointed assist-
ant football coach at Regis after 
his graduation in 1926 and con-
tinued in that capacity the fol-
lowing year, being head baseball 
coach as well. He was a member 
of the Rocky Mountain Coaches' 
and Officials' association and the 
Pacific Coast Football Officials' 
WALTER Horn graduated from Sacred Heart high , school In 1939, the last 
year, by the way, that 'Sacred 
Heart parish had a high school. 
He entered Regis College as a 
major in chemistry, but for some 
unknown reason he has changed 
to a major in mathematics. 
Walt was a member of the 
Chemistry club in past years 
and has been a faithful and 
ardent member of the Sodality. 
Not to be forgotten is the fact 
that he has participated In past 
dramatic performances. 
Having built a formidable repu-
tation as a table tennis player, 
he has always ·been a difficult man 
to beat In the annual ping-pong 
tournament. Brilliant, too, is his 
knack for pushing the right pool 
balls In the right places. 
Horn is a senior who is in 
the navy reserve with a math 
major. In addition to all his 
other capabilities, there is one 
which is probably the most out-
. standing, none other than his 
uncanny application of t h e 
secrets of mathematics to prac-
tical problems. 
The possessor of a real sense 
of values and a pleasing personal-
ity, Walt has made a mark for 
himself at Regis. 
V-5. They will probably call up association. 
these men shortly, however, but 
the date is still unknown. ·-..... Latin American Parley 
E. R. c. . . . into active duty between May 10 Dropped For Tht"s Year 
The majority of _students at and May 24. 
Regis are in the Army Enlisted The recent act that resulted in The annual intercollegiate con-
Reserve . Corp. For many months the government taking over 281 ference on Latin American affairs 
their position has been uncertain, schooi.s is somewhat significant. scheduled to be held Feb. 22 at 
but a recent army announcement These schools are to educate men Regis College was cancelled this 
states that those students in the for army engineers and fliers. It year because of the war, accord-
E .R.C. will 'be permitted to finish is expected that the navy may lng to the I:tev. Joseph P . Donnel-
this current semester. As our also take over some schools and ly, S.J., Instructor in history at 
semester started on January 6, send their reservists on for fur- Regis and chairman of the con-
those who are In this reserve are ther education. T h e i r courses ference. He said the inability of 
entitled to continue until May 10. would be of a standard type but many schools to send delegates 
Unless a change is forthcoming, credits might posibly be acquired and transportation difficulties 
those in this reserve will be called from them. necessitated this action. 
tion but to direct your studies to tivity; everything they touch must 
greater war usefulness. be given a "slant" or an "angle." 
What are the plans for training In time they begin to walk side-
and using college women? ways. The final result is almost 
WMC is developing proposals always . fatal. 
for utilizing college men and . 
women in many useful war activi-
ties. These plans will be announc-
ed soon. 
Is there an over-all plan as to 
the number of soldiers, workers, 
farmers and doctors, or are we 
all to be pi.tt in the army In the 
hope the problem will work out 
right? 
A policy for assuring each man 
his best possible chance for service 
is gradually taking form. 
What kind of world are we going 
to graduate into after this war ? 
One thing is sure. We are not 
going back to where we are. The 
kind of world we will have after 
the war depends in large measure 
upon what we decide we want and. 
how vigorously and intelligently 
we plan ahead to achieve the kind 
of world we want. Therefore it is 
essential to think, not In terms 
of what is going to happen, but 
of what we want to attain. 
WAR JOB FOR 
SMALL COLLEGES 
Many a small college finds itself 
cast into the story night now that 
the Army-Navy-War Manpower 
joint selection board has picked 
the schools to carry out the armed 
services' specialized training pro-
grams. 
One promising plan comes to 
Washington from Robert G. Ram-
sey, dean of students at Olivet 
college in Michigan. He suggests 
such schools be used for rehabili-
tating and re-educating wounded 
fighters as they return from the 
front. Small college surroundings, 
Dean Ramsey believes, would be 
ideal for restoring mind, body and 
skills. For colleges, the plan offers 
'11len there are the fixpixie>s, 
who are responsible for putting 
the picture of Mrs. Plantagenet 
in the spot where a cut of Lizzie 
the Chimp was supposed to go; 
the cackling old greeleybums, 
who cause pe<ople to write un-
intelligible or abusive letters to 
the editor; the orthogreves, who 
light on the shoulders of re-
porters and rewrite men and 
m.a1re them incapable of spelling 
names right--particularly In the 
matter of middle initials. The 
list is long. 
We recommend that the Nieman 
foundation at Harvard, which is 
studying the problems of journal-
ism, make a definitive report on 
the mergenfellers. 
"When did you suspect your 
husband was not all there?'' 
"When he shook the hall tree 
and began feeling around for 
apples.'' -Snatched. 
He: How about a date? 
She: No, indeed! 
He: Oh, I don't mean now. 
l:iome wet, nasty, dull afternoon 
when there's nobody else in town. 
.• 
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Post-War 
Peace Plans 
T h e s e days we 
hear a great deal 
about plans for a 
post-war peace; We 
hear a b o u t t h e 
schemes to insure a 
permanent and last-
ing peace with just 
rights a n d privi-
leges to all nations. 
Yet there remains in our memories a vague 
recollection of a similar series of events 
which took · place sometime within the 
course ot the last war fought to preserve 
democracy for all time. This business 
seems to emanate from our own political 
bigwigs and those of Great Britain. They 
.appear to have appointed themselves the 
representatives of all the United Nations 
and consequently have delegated them-
selves as the sole administrators of our 
little world after the war. 
One thing which seems to be rather 
forgotten or neglected completely is 
the fact that the United States and 
Great Britain are not the only mem-
bers of the United Nations. Somehow 
we drew the conclusion that possibly 
Russia and China and all the small 
nations that have been overrun might 
like a bit of consideration in the mak-
ing of the post-war world. Or perhaps 
BrazU and her sister South American 
republics would care for a voice in the 
matter. 
True it is that we want to avoid the 
possibility of a peace which would shortly 
develop into the horror and bitterness of 
another world chaos, but we think that 
the means undertaken up to the present 
are definitely not the proper approach to 
such a peace. We wonder therefore, just 
why it is that the two English-speaking 
nations should decide to settle the world's 
difficultieR without the opinion or consent 
of the rest of the world. One more fact 
which we take the liberty to point out is 
that the war is not yet won and some 
degree of effort must still be exerted be--_ 
fore we are close enough to victory to 
make a final disposition of the peace terms. 
CathoHcism 
hdThe 
Press 
With the world 
engaged in total war 
the fact that this 
month has been des-
ignated as Catholic 
Press Month by the 
United States hier-
archy is significant; 
the r e a s o n being 
that the Catholic 
Church is the one great moral force in 
the world today. Indeed, it is the only 
moral force left in the world. The fact 
that the Church . is such puts upon Cath-
olics a grave responsibility. We must ~q~.ve 
the world from itself. This we can do by 
instigating a return to Christian principle. 
Catholics must be prepared to meet this 
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responsibility by thought and works in 
keeping with their duty. Where then does 
the Catholic Press enter into our discus-
sion? 
The Catholic Press serves Catholics 
as a "thought purifier." I mean by 
this that it supplies them with a 
Catholic viewpoint, in every sense of 
the word Catholic, by analyzing the 
news iu a fashion that unmasks insidi-
ous moves made by those who would 
have the world desert the spirit of 
truth, justice, and charity. It also 
gives to Catholics positive material in 
the way of news about their fellow 
Catholics both in this country and all 
over the world, columns and editorials 
that stimulate their personal spiritual-
ity, and lastly it is a medium for the 
hierarchy and priests to speak to the 
Catholic people in writing. 
The Catholic Press serves non-Catholics 
by showing them the Catholic attitude in 
all things. This helps to ·bring many hun-
dreds yearly into the Church. -It further 
gives to them an escape from materialism 
of the secular press. 
The Catholic Press serves America 
in this fashion: it keeps American 
republicanism strong. For example: 
in this last election, in the state of 
Massachusetts, an amendment that 
would permit blrth-contr9l was before 
the people. The Catholic Press was 
one of the most instrumental factors 
in defeating this measure. This is a 
specific ins-tance wherein the Catholic 
Press aided· in keeping our form of 
government morally pure by defeat-
ing immoral legislation_. 
Laurels For 
The Pep Band 
It is this writer's 
opinion that the pep 
·band, which m a d e 
itself heard during 
last season's foot-
'ball games, was the 
greatest step for-
ward in the way of 
a Regis organiza-
tion which has been 
taken on this campus in recent years. 
A school is not only publicized, but 
gains renown and prestige through its 
student organizations. And that is 
especially true of those which contact 
the public in a way that is forceful 
and pleasant. The pep band is all of 
these; but not only that, it also pre-
sents to the student body an accom-
plishment which is to their liking. In 
normal times we believe the pep band 
would have become as successful, and 
as great a source of recognition, as 
any group at Regis. 
Unfortunately, such efforts as the band 
represented are going to become a min-
imum in the near future. We hope, how-
ever, that it will be continued in its pres-
ent form as much as possible. More than 
that, we hope that the lesson which its 
success can convey will be accepted when 
Regis returns to peace-time pursuits. That 
is, that under proper management, an 
organization which presents something 
colorful and likeable will be attended with 
cooperation. The correct management is 
merely a matter of common sense. When 
an organization is allowed to take the 
form that those students who make it up 
desire, providing of course they move 
respectfully and sensibly, then it will grow 
into something representative of the col-
lege. Why, when there are so many popular 
and modern attempts, such as the swing 
band, at the beck and call of someo!J.e 
with the energy to form them, we must 
resort to old and nearly functionless activ-
ities, we do not quite understand. 
A proper conclusion, of course, is 
a vote of congratulation to all con-
nected with the swing band; and to 
hope that it may set the pace in future 
steps to make Regis a widely known, 
and increasingly popular institution. 
BUY WAR · BONDS 
(( (( Movies and Mosie » » 
By ALDO NOTARIANNI 
A LTHOUGH during the coming year there will be fewer pictures pro-duced and in spite of the possibility 
of the elimination of the double-feature 
programs, Hollywood has assured the 
movie-goers of America that the high 
quality of the so-called "A pictures" will 
continue if not improve. The new rel~ase 
schedules are rather heavily fiUed with 
films dealing with the war, ·but comedy 
has not been neglected, since the public 
must be entertained as well as informed. 
A TUffiUTE TO OUR 
BOYS "DOWN UNDER." 
Wan1,er Bros. studio has presented 
with infinite pride-and rightly so-
its powerful drama of air action in 
the South Pacific entitled "Air Force." 
It is the saga. of the Flying Fortress 
_ "Mary Ann" and its crew, which take 
off with eight other Boeing B-17's for 
a routine flight to Honolulu on Dec. 6, 
1941. They are warned away from 
IDckman Field as the Japs attack 
there, and without ammunition they 
make an emergency landing. In their 
plane they travel from Pearl Harbor 
to Wake Island and Clark Field. Hav-
ing taken part in air battles and the 
bombing of enemy task forces, they 
guide U. S. planes to the Coral Sea 
attack. Excellent performances are 
given by the entire cast head~ by 
John Garfield. 
ANDY HARDY GOES TO COLLEGE 
Versatile Mickey Rooney once again 
plays Andy Hardy in his own inimitable 
manner in his latest, "Andy Hardy's Double 
Life." In addition to the regular Hardy 
famity cast, a newcomer, Esther Williams, 
is introduced as · Andy's newest girl friend. 
Herein Andy faces three major problems 
before he can leave for college with a free 
conscience-and heart. He must get $20 
to make good an overdrawn check, get 
himself disengaged from Polly and Esther, 
and convince Judge Hardy that he should-
n't accompany him to college on the first 
day. Of course, he works out all his prob-
lems after a series of laugh-provoking in-
cidents. 
AMECHE DOESN'T INVENT 
ANYTIUNG HERE 
"Something to Shout About" is 
packed with topnitch entertainment-
everything from a sensational dog act, 
to the ballet artistry of famed chore-
grapher-dancer, David Lichine. There 
are first-rate Cole Porter tunes, the 
piano genius of Hazel Scott, plus good 
performances by Don .Anleche, Jack 
Oakie, and Janet Blair-"ah-h-h." The 
story concerns a Broadway producer 
whose comeback is angelled by an ex-
chorus girl, milllonairess-by-marriage, 
who fancies herself an actress. When 
the impresario and his press agent dis-
cover a gal with real talent, they plot 
to get their backer out of the way. 
ACTION -DRAMA IN OLD "FRISCO." 
-This sure-fire action film, "Silver 
Queen," is a lusty, high-rolling story about 
gambling people and a period i~ America's 
history when the thrill of taking a chance 
had become a national fever. The picturf. 
is unstintingly mounted, forcefully directed' 
and enacted by a top-rate cast which stars 
George Brent and Priscilla Lane. Mis<:~ 
Lane, a society debutante, leaves ht>r 
fiancee to go west and recover the fortune 
her father lost while gambling. She opens 
a de luxe house of chance, recovers the 
money and wins Brent, a professional 
gambler. 
"DISC CHORDS" 
Two new recordings have come to 
the fore recently. Glen Miller's ar-
rangement of ''That Old Black Magic," 
from "Star Spangled Rythm," is a 
honey. Ditto for "It Started All Over 
Again" a Ia Tommy Dorsey. Not 
recorded, but not to be overlooked, is 
that 'Lockheed ditty' played by Horace 
Heldt and his Musical Knights called 
"Rosey the Riveter.'' 
By LOOMIS AYRES 
LATIN AMERICA-E. Preston James 
A FTER all the fantasies on the won-drous glories of Latin Anierica, it is both amazing and refreshing to 
find a work on these groups of nations 
which has the touch of scholarly research. 
Mr. James is a professor of geography at 
the University of Michigan. In "Latin 
America" he treats each · country separ-
ately, dealing primarily with the geo-
graphic aspects of the nation inasmuch 
as it affects the peoples already living 
there and the possibility for future ad-
vancement. To clarify his discussion he 
makes use of a series of brilliant maps, 
illustrating the topography of the land, 
its productive agricultural uses, its natu-
ral vegetation and its distribution of popu-
lation. 
The first and one of the prima.ry 
points which he emphasizes is that 
we cannot and must. not make the 
mistake of oversimplifying the politi-
cal and nationalistic differences be-
tween these nations. The common 
tendency to generalize concerning 
Latin America will lead to a com-
plete misunderstanding of the entire 
problem. Each nation has developed 
its own national life and feels towards 
this national culture with the same 
intensity that the European groups 
do. In order to understand Latin 
Americans, one cannot consider them 
as a unit but as members of their 
own particular country. 
However, certain generalizations are 
possible. Thus in the South American 
countries of Spanish origin, immigration 
is, vastly hindered by the fact that the 
old Spanish land grants have caused the 
greatest portion of arable land to be held 
by a surprisingly few families. The possi-
bility of obtaining land for settling such 
as was offered in the United States is 
virtually unknown. 
Throughout virtually all L a t i n 
America Mr. James finds what he 
calls a hollow frontier. By this he 
means an expansion into the frontier 
but accompanied by a loss of pop:W.a-
tion in the immediate points of origin. 
In fact, in all Latin America he found 
but four examples to the contrary, 
namely: The Antioquia region of ~ 
Colombia, -the middle district of Chile, 
the three southern provinces of Brazil, 
and the highlands of Costa Rica. 
Many of these facts which tend to 
hinder the development of Latin America, 
at least in the North American sense, are 
certain definite tendencies of the cultural 
habits of these people. But Mr. James 
does not give answers. He gives facts 
and poses questions. 
There is much in Mr. James' book 
which is worthy of study for anyone 
interested in Latin America, although 
it is not and does not pretend to be one 
of these quick survey works in which 
one learns everything in three short 
hours. 
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UNEXPURGATED ITONAWRITES ON LOVE 
: ......................................................................................................................... ': ~······· .. ···· .. ··-············-·············· .. ······-·· I =-~FROWN AND SCOLD-.. ·--I i:FRESHMAN fOIBLES I Lends Benefit of Long Experience To Those Still Untouched By Eros 
: : : : 
..................................................................... - .................................................. ; i By PSYCHE ROMSTEAD i By FRED ITONA 
-~a~~& ! ! ~ .......................................................... : EDITOR'S NOTE-Fred Itona has just returned to school after his illness and though he was urged to rest he Insisted upon writing the following article. Still In somewhat of a grouchy mood, Fred gave orders 
that his story was not to be altered in any way. (Consequently the spelling 
mistakes fall not on the proof-reader's shoulders.) 
, This week things are in rather a whirl. One doesn't really 
now whether he's coming or going, although the emphasis seems 
to be on the going. One of the· departing lads is Don McMahon. He 
is certainly worried about the airfield at which he will get the best 
training. Says he, "I don't care too much about the basic school-
San Vinnola Pre-Flight would be all right, but I certainly hope 
that after I'm commissioned I'll be able to land elsewhere and use 
it as a home base." 
Andy Keleher questions the validity of the current song 
hit, ''There Are Such Things." Let me assure you Andrew, 
there are. 
Rancher Gerald Malone brought back his guitar for the 
express purpose of accompanying himself as he warbles 
over and over-''Home On The Ranch." Jerry, why don't 
you learn a little "Black Magic," it might help! 
Night Watchman Len Seeman really goes for the ink he has 
been receiving in "The Smart Talk." 
Rope Greene, blew in-wind and all. He figured every-
body would crowd around him and get the news on the 
latest fashions. We aren't guillble out here either, son; 
and look what happened to you in the east. 
Harry Wilder ·after playing three hands of hearts (the game 
which has taken the campus by storm) inquired-"by the way old 
boy just what game are we playing?" 
Walt Hom is the roving "kibitzer" he plays no favorites, 
lending a helping hand to one and all, although Martin 
Andrews is Ids favorite. 
The Ken Panel Discussion Club failed to bring in the weekly 
report of its activities. I do know ~Pat Coursey is a new member. 
Speaking of the Ken, Frank Newton, that old wolf, was back in 
his old fonn giving all the girls, regardless-a break. Phil Callen, 
known to his buddies as John Freedom after the Emancipation 
Declaration of February tenth, was there with Bobby Braunreiter. 
As predicted by this column January 27th Mr. Callen 
DID get rid of his spare tire. 
As it must to all men, the fatal 
letter came for Hugh Zindler last 
week. With a nervous hand he 
ripped the envelope asunder and, 
wiping away the tears of joy and 
happiness, he read: "Greetings 
from the President of the United 
States ... " We'll be seeing you! 
Aldo Notarianni was seen hit-
ting things up at a local suds 
factory. ~e had his own recipe 
and now the proprietor claims 
that it is his best selling drink. 
CHOICES OF THE WEEK: 
Happiest - Bill Schroll after 
those courses every Tuesday and 
Thursday evening; • 
Most consistent-Lang ·and Lu-
cille week in and week out; 
Most dejected-Guy Reed after 
he had been rejected by the gen-
eral staff; after all, she has her 
hands full pulling the strings on 
four other puppets; 
Smartest-Jim O'Reilly, because 
he took the lesser of two evils; 
he'd rather feed the cows than 
stay here and feed the bulls; 
Dumbest-Yours truly because 
he found the pot at the end of 
the rainbow and didn't know what 
to do with it. 
The OGPU reports that Bill 
Koerber went on a one-man 
campaign at the Heights last 
Friday to let everyone know 
that Bill Koerber was there. 
Prexy Langsfeld and LeRoy 
Oman were the fortunate ·boys to 
get the air cor:ps calls. We hope 
they climb mco the upper brackets 
ITONA'S NOTE-Despite requests 
too noomerus to menshun I will not 
continu the story of my erly life. 
In this artickle, I will attempt 
to instruck youse .collidge stoo-
dunts about many things in gen-
erul and a few things in partick-
ular. If I don't .cover everything 
which ot to be covered, or if I 
fail to menshun something which 
one of youse guys think should 
have been menshunned, youse 
schowlors' are free to come up to 
my study any time after midnight 
during the next two weeks and 
talk to yours trilily about the 
matter. My study is on the fifth 
floor, right under the belfry. It 
will be dark up there but don't 
be afeared. If youse come across 
any faculties, don't cuss at them 
under your breath as you do dur-
ing the day, but instead scream 
at them out loud · ·and scare them 
back to their dungins. 
First Class 
. Pete Albi and his postage stamp Koerber spent con-
siderable time bragging about the boarder · food, where it 
would do the most good, finding this did little good, they 
decided the Club Rickardo provided a · homier atmosphere-
! wouldn't doubt it in the least. 
~ with a lot of zeros. 
The fust class of fellers I want 
to talk about is them that ere 
serious about local lady-folk. Now 
it's okay to get serious, but the 
main troubil is that the boys lose 
lots of valubull time while day 
dreaming. Take tor instence Bick 
Durk, he keeps singing "I'm out 
of this world." He is so wrapped 
up in a certain girl that before 
the last basketball game he had 
the wrong shoulder taped up. Then 
there is Son Jinger, he thought 
that May -Parkonahill should have 
called him up for a date after 
Xmas; She didn't, so he nearly 
scalped himself. You see, these 
lads are losing too much valubull 
time with their castle buildink. If 
possibull, eyerybody should try to 
act like one gie we remembur, Reports from the local rug-cutters say-The singer with the 
McFarland band sounds · like she has something in her I]louth and 
they wish it were a gag. The new Mel Martin band really has what 
it takes-Mel also does exhibition shooting at the intennission. 
Another combo about to make its debut is Dick Verran and his 
'Dawn Breakers," featuring versatile Jerry Quinn on the piano, 
drums, and trumpet. Speaking of trumpets, Harry James certainly 
rums a beautiful song when he sticks his in "Don't Get Around 
Much Anymore." 
My dear Mrs. ' Hayfield: 
I have been an ardent reader of your column since its 
beginning. (I am president of Mrs. Hayfield fan club number 
2447). Speaking of our club, we think your advise is pretty 
potent. Tell us where in the world did you . get all the 
knowledge which allows you to hit EVERY nail so squarely 
on the head'? 
Spealdng for myself, I would like very much to meet 
Patz (no relation to Pabst) whom you so properly advised 
in your last column. His plight just did something to me. 
I am sure he is the kind of boy I have been searching for 
(you might even call him my dream-boy). 
By the way Mrs. Hayfield are you available for lecture 
appearances'? 
Thanking you for the advice, etc., 
I remain attentively, 
Rosie th' Riveter. 
Dear Rosie, 
I will attempt to answer your most gracious letter. First, I 
got my knowledge from experience-who was it that said, "Experi-
ence is the best teacher?" Second, I am enclosing a picture of Patz 
{no relation to Pabst) along with full particulars, including address 
etc. Third, I AM available for lecture dates. You may make arrange-
ments by writing to me in care of the B.&G. P~ease state the 
refreshments to be served! 
Yours in fair AND stonny weather, 
L. H. 
Dirt is dirt, 
And dust is dust, 
011, give a . girl 
.That I can trust. 
Jim Sunderland. 
REMEMBER 'WAY BACK he is a brillant stoodent and con-
WHEN . . . • tinues a close friendship too. No 
Manteno and Brown were wor- day dreaming in his case. Don't 
rying together? be exakly like him, though, be-
Singer had some hair on his 
head? 
They had some kind of social 
activity at Regis? 
cause while he does not frit about 
in a cloud, the girl whom he 
thinks he has cinched, frits about 
with many other guys while he 
is home studying. Don't say any-
O'Malley was still aliv!l? thing though. He won't listen 
rhil Dolan was the campus anyway. 
hero? 
You thought that college life 
would be THE thing? ' 
They had something interesting 
in this column? 
ATI'END 
THE 
FLUNKERS' 
FROUC 
FRIDAY 
Cl\anges Made 
Watching people come and go, 
I have seen one thing which al-
ways makes me greeve. I have 
seen so many cases of boys going 
with girls for a longtime, and 
then all of a sudden, the skoit is 
rushed away by a newcomer. 
After that a change comes in her. 
She doesn't have to listen any-
more to " . . . and a farm in 
South Dakota with a white fence 
around it . . . and then harvest 
time comes . . . the happy home 
we shall have ... and they will 
all look like you." What she 
wants is not that sweet old one, 
she wants to see the lights. Con-
sequently, boys, if youse are in 
a rut, if you haven't been getting 
anywhere, if you see the hand-
writing on the wall, expand! take 
up wolfing, learn to bark, be a 
rusher not a loafer. Don't be too 
ambitious, but don't be a Ed 
DEBestafako or a Perry Bealone 
either. 
Before going any father I want 
to say something about hipacrits. 
Hipacrits in love is at all times 
to be avoided. All they are inter-
ested in is thereselvs, and not in 
anybuddy else. That is why they 
are hipacrits (or hippukrittz) ·. In 
Ceesar's time they burned men 
for that. He doesn't deserve as 
much simpathy as four-effers or 
conchies. 
A horribull event nearly took 
place last week at our favurite 
randayvoo, the Cunn Grilled, I 
might mention in passing. Vin-
dollar Bagoutski came in with a: 
jug under his ann, and not a beer 
would the manugmunt serve until 
he proved that he had just milked 
ole Daisy. The boys shot for the 
corners when Glee Johnson and 
Alldough Anninotar (or feathers) 
crossed the thresheld of the suds 
emporium. No wunder! 
Now to get back to our talk on 
intrickcut matters. There ere a 
few lads who haven't been getting 
around enough lately. Franny 
Moreless, Raisem Growl, Floro 
Tailin, and Jack Moresoom ere 
among these. What these men 
need is something to use as a 
model. If they consider them-
selves capable of doing so, they 
could do as Wrightman Seelen did 
recently. This indovigul kept up 
the steam all during the swing 
shift and the graveyard too. · Quite 
an accomplushment. While speak-
ing of graveyards there's another 
feller Tims Underhand, who use 
to serenade a damsel from a 
graveyard- her front yard. Now 
the question is: will he flee the 
cemetery or turn into a mummy? 
He will have to do one or the 
other becuz the story goes that 
he can't dig ore or tunnel like the 
Mines ·boys can. 
Another model worth pattern-
ing is Toar Castjo, he uses that 
slow talk-quick action style. Hair 
and plenty of it is required here, 
however. 
The best advice I can give youse 
chillun to foller is what I call the 
Itona method .. The main points 
of this sistum are loyaltee and 
frankniss, practice these and youse 
will never get into sirius diffikul-
tees (although you mlght be call-
ed a 'twit'). However if youse 
want to have fun and take a 
chance on a little trubul you will 
probably want to know about how 
I treet womin. Well, I bulleve in 
going with diffurint tipes of girls, 
and with girls from diffurint sec-
shuns of the kountry. Of corse . 
I realize that being so handsum 
and so well edukated I have a 
desided atvantige over most of 
youse collidge stoodents, but as 
my brother Gilbert {Itona) wrote 
long ago in a famoose opry 
"Of course you can never be 
like me, 
But be as like me as you're 
able to be." 
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FIRST TIME IN DECADE 
---
REGIS vs. D . . U. 
--------------------------------------------------~~~--------------------------------------------· 
From Where 
I Stand 
By JIM McCOY 
A NOTE of thanks to the · "Branding Iron," student publication of the Univer-
sity of Wyoming. It seems that 
in the issue following the Cow-
boy-Ranger series the first 
paragraph of the write-up stat-
ed that a new scoring record 
had been set in the Wyoming 
gym when the Cowboys pad 
taken the initial encounter 101-45. 
Then comes· the brilliant declara-
tion of masterful understatement 
that Wyoming had dominated the 
play and that the Rangers had 
been allowed to shoot at will just 
to k!lep the score witllin bounds. 
After reading the daily papers of 
Denver and Wyoming, I found that 
none of the sports sections edited 
by men who understand sports 
bothered to mention such a fact, 
leaving it more to the intelligence 
of the reader to take for granted 
that a team with a 12-inch height 
advantage over its opponent, the 
first ten men of grade A caliber 
and everyone with at least one 
year of experience against good 
collegiate competition would worry 
about stopping a squad that added 
up to nothing more than a fresh-
man team from a small college 
that had just switched coaches 
and had only two games under 
their belts. 
Diamond Dust 
Tex Hughson of the Boston 
' Red Sox was the only American 
league pitcher to finish the 1942 
season with an edge on every op-
posing club. His record with 
Cleveland was 2-1; New York, 5-1; 
Washington, 2-0; St. Louis, 4-0; 
Detroit, 3-2; Chicago, 3-1; Phila-
delphia, 3-1. He beat the Yankees 
five straight after dropping a 3-1 
opening engagement to them. 
Chandler and Bonham of the. 
Yanks and Butland of Boston did 
not lose a season series with any 
one club, but Chandler split even 
in four games with Boston, Bon-
ham split six games against Cleve-
land, and Butland won one ' and 
lost one w.ith St. Louis. 
Red Ruffing, veteran Yankee 
hurler, who recently joined the 
Army, won 258 games in his 
league career and had a margin 
over six of the eight American 
league clubs. New York beat him 
14-1, while he was with Boston 
and the Philade!phia Athletics 
beat him 38-34. 
And Arch Says 
As usual we are probably a 
little late in getting around to 
making a comment but it seems, 
if memory serve, that just about 
one year ago Clark Shaughnessy 
said that Maryland was the ideal 
spot for him- a good chance to 
form a broad intramural , a~d in-
tercollegiate program of athletics 
over a period of years without 
having to win and wearing pres-
sure from the alumni. A little 
over a month ago Shaughnessy 
signed a contract with Pittsburgh 
university as football coach only. 
"It is doubtful if sport leaders 
ever have shown more initiative 
and determ inatioll: than they have 
demonstrated the last few months. 
Anybody can carry on when talent 
(Continued on Page 8) 
JIM SUNDERLAND, Sports Editor 
Fitzsimons Stars Are I 
Too Much for Rangers . 
Regis Defeated 54!"37 · ~---AR-T-FI-TZ-siMM_o_N_s --,----F-RA_N_K_NE_W_T_ON _ _. 
A star - saturated Fitzsimons 
Hospital quintet took the measure 
of a loggy Regis team by a count 
of 54-37 in a game played before 
a crowd of khaki-clad soldiers at 
the hospital gymnasium. The sol-
diers used their subs in the be-
ginning of the contest, and against 
them the Rangers ran up a con-
siderable lead: With the score 
standing at 11-2 against them, the 
soldier first stringers came into 
the ball game. Braunreiter and 
Antonelli kept up their hot scor-
ing for the remainder of the first 
half and at intermission, Regis 
was on the long end of a 23-21 
score. 
Soon after the rest period, the 
G I boys found themselves. Led 
by Roeschlien, Micheli, and Kauf-
mann, they began pouring the 
leather through the hoop at a 
fast pace. The Rangers on the 
other hand became jittery with 
their passing and failed to hit a 
great ·percentage of their shots. 
By the fourth quarter it became 
less and less like a basketball 
game, 
The soldiers were smoother than 
they first a p p e a r e d . Micheli, 
the boy who played with the San 
Francisco Athletic Club in the 
A.A.U. last year scoring 26 points 
in one game, and Kaufmann, huge 
guard formerly with Long Island 
(Continued on Page 8) 
• Perpetually cheerful and friend- A holder of four letters from 
ly, is a phrase which describes Regis, Frank Newton is out for 
Art Fitzsimmons' personality per- another one in basketball. He has 
fectly. It's no wonder that Art is two from football and two from 
one of the best liked fellows on basketball. He is the only senior 
the 1943 cage team. Besides being on the squad. He plays guard 
liked by his team mates, he is 
very well liked by both boarders 
and day students. "Fitz" is a 
sophomore. 
Art is, at the present time, play-
ing as a center. He has the ability 
to guard and to play a classy 
defensive game. The reason for 
his being better at defense is 
probably that he likes defensive 
ball better' than offensive ball. 
This was his outstanding asset in 
high school. When asked what he 
thought of Wyoming's high-pow-
ered ball team, Art exclaimed, 
without hesitation, "One of the 
best in my opinion!'.' 
"Fitz" is majoring in accounting 
and economics and plans to take 
up business management after his 
graduation. He is a native of 
Michigan City, Ind., and played 
basketball in high school there. 
Having lettered two years in high 
school, Art gained, like the rest 
of the men on the squad, much 
needed experience for his college 
career. 
If he was given one wish, which 
would come true no matter what 
it was, he would surely wish to 
be at the Kentucky Derby. 
and became a . starter soon after 
he went out for the· team. He was 
a little late in going out but he 
is playing good ball now. Frank 
wasn't with the team when they 
played Wyoming, but he played 
against the Aggies in both games 
three weeks ago. He gave one of 
the best defensive shows of the 
evening in the second game. 
Frank comes from Trinidad, 
where he made All-State in high 
school basketball. 
"Newt" Is interested in account-
ing and bookkeeping. He is major-
ing in accounting and economics. 
To be a certified public account-
ant is his chief ambition in life. 
PHIL CALLEN 
Phil Callen, 'a graduate of Mar-
quette high school in Milwaukee, 
Wis., is now attending Regis 
~ollege for the thix:d year. He is 
one of two juniors who are now 
wearing varsity basketball suits. 
Phil has been able to garner three 
letters at Regis. ' All three were 
in football. He is now helping the 
faculty by filling in as physical 
educational instructor since the 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Games on Friday and 
Saturday to Be First 
Meeting Since 1932 
The Pioneers from the Univ 
ity of Denver· and the Range 
from · Regis College will renew 
their athletic relationship this Fri-
day and Saturday when the two 
meet in a p a i r of basketball 
games. This will be the. first time 
the two schools have met in any 
sort of sporting competition in 
ten years. Due to the fact that 
the Pioneers have made such 
strong showings in their games 
thus far this season and that the 
Rangers are composed of such in-
experienced players, D. U. will be 
favored to hold the upper hand in 
·both engagements. 
Coach Mark Duncan, recent sue-
cessor of Ellison Katchem as cage 
mentor, will field the team that 
has been having so much suc-
cess this season. This five will 
be made up of Loren Hays, high 
scoring speedster from Sterling, 
and Jerry Otto at forwards, Bill 
Weimar, hustling floor man, at 
center and Bobby Wilson and 
"Chink" Alterman at guard posi-
tions. This outfit has been re-
garded as the second best college 
ball club in the region-second 
only to Wyoming University. Their 
excursion into Montana wasn't too 
successful, but the team was at 
a disadvantage since Don Carlson, 
part time regular guard, was un-
able to make the trip. Carlson is 
now in the air corps. 
The Rangers, still victoryless 
but with ten games under their 
belt, are just about due to hit tJ:le 
win column. In their last appear-
ance against Mines, Re gis looked 
more like a college team than they 
have at any time this season. 
Coach Leuty will use the tallest 
team he puts on the floor. Bob 
Braunrelter will take his 13.4 aver-
age into the game and will play 
forward .along with Mel Martin. 
(Continued on Page 8) 
-BROWN AND GOLD Photo. 
194:> Edition of the Regis College Basketball Team reads from left t.o right, top row, Art Fitzsimmons,. Joe. Essay, Leo Walton, Jim sunderland, Mel 
Martin, Dick Burke, and Coach Pete Leuty. Bottom row, Andy Na•da, Bob Braunrelter, Phtl Antonellt, Phtl Callen, Jack Langsfeld and Jim Clifford. 
Absent: Fran Newton and Pat Coursey. 
February 24, 1943 
F OR 81bout three years now sports writers of this city, this region, and t~e entire country have been using the best of their talents in trymg to cut a certain sports editor of a Denver daily into 
small bits. What the object of this constant belligerency is I can't 
Not one of these adversaries of "The Second Guesser" ever 
any considerable satisfaction for himself because - as has 
shown, this scribe very, very seldom mll.kes any statements 
which he can't back up with loads of proof. (And don't think he 
doesn't have an influential hand in plenty of matters). 
1 can see why different men in distant parts of the 
country would slash back at him after statements ' made 
about sports in their own respective localities, but, after 
much thought, 1 am still at a loss to see why the writers 
of _this and surrounding states are forever trying to pin back 
his ears. Not taking away anything which is due to other 
sports columnists, 1 believe it is a fact that Jack Carberry 
has been more instrumental than any other man around 
here in keeping this region on a par with other sections on 
on all sports controversies. And don't think that isn't a 
continual uphill battle with the small numbers there are in 
everything out here. He is all-out for the Rockies, and in-
stead of co-operation, all that occurs is bickering. 
Students of a certain school had the truth about its team being 
a one-game-a-year-team shoved ·before them a year ago. They raised 
the roof over that but soon realized it was the truth. But now 
comes a loud, space-filling gripe from a school to the north of us. 
It seems that their sports editor didn't like the way the "Pink 
Oracle of Denver'' carried their series with the Phillips Oilers. This 
scnool ~eceived more publicity in one day in the Denver paper than 
all of their own papers could have accomplished in a year. The 
Phillip_ lost by one point with the minimum of practice. What could 
they do with a dozen practice tilts under their belts? 
+ 
Putting aside the army's ban on football, the Regis 
Rangers aren't going to appear too potent next f_!tll even if 
they do appear. l\fost of the 1942 edition of the Rangers will 
be in the service, and the rest will be . well, here, take 
a look. Into the army have gone Cornall, Kelly, Melphy, 
Langsfeld, Loomis, Knuffke, a-nd Jack McMahon. Vogel is 
now in the Merchant Marine and Miller is beaded there. 
Don McMahon has left school, anticipating his call to the 
navy. Brahm bas gone to the seminary and McNulty to 
medical school. Long before next September the M¥ines 
will be supplemented with the presenc of DeStefano, Castor, 
Newland, and Newton in their ranks. The army resrves, De-
Canlo, Callen and Brockwell, will be in uniform and the draft 
will more than likely take Langdon (Langoon), Maone, 
Braunreiter, Hardin, Szynskie, and Jerry Quinn in the near 
future, Six students, Mullane, Langenfeld, Germain, Coyle, 
Utard, and Byrne, have dropped out of school This leaves 
with us oniy two men and they are in the naval reserve. 
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Hit Stride--- R~gis to Head for 
Mines Wyoming for Games 
In the final scheduled games of 
'l'he eighth and ninth losses of a most distastrous year the year, Regis will meet the 
were recorded against Regis last weekend after the Colorado highly touted soldiers- from the re 
S?hool of ~l\lines took the R_angers into camp twice. Friday placement center at Fort Warren, 
mght at u-olden the Orediggers won handily 59-32 and in Wyoming, in a pair of contests at 
a thrill-packed fray at Regis on Saturday, the Mi~ers took the -camp on March 5 and 6. The 
the measure of Pete Leuty's boys 48-35. GI boys have victories over Colo-
Playing like a bunch of mouldy+ ' rado Aggies and Denver univers-
high schoolers, the Rangers were 14 and Corfman and Mahan with ity, and have given the Wyoming 
no match for Mines on their own a dozen points each were the of- Cowboys two stiff battles. Led 
floor. Superior height and un- fensive stalwarts of the winners by high-scoring Jules Revlin and 
usual hot shooting on the part of while Regis' Braunreiter gathered A.A.U. star Chet Payne, the sol-
the Orediggers gave them a 28-11 in 13 tallies on three field goals diers figure to have too much for 
lead at half time after they had and seven free tosses. During the the 'young Rangers. A scoring 
trailed 7-0 in the early minutes. two games he made thirteen char- duel between one of Unple Sam's 
The second half was much the ity throws out of the same num- boys and Bob Braunreiter, Ranger 
same story with the Golden lads ber of tries to bring his total in ace, is very probable. Braunreiter 
making three points for every two this department up to 37 for the has poured through 121 points in 
the Rangers tallied. Hunt with season. _'nine games for a 13.4 average. 
On Saturday -evening the Rang-
The box scores: 
FIRST GAME 
MINES (59 
Players G 
Mahan, f .................................................. 4 
Wilson, f ................................................. 1 
Corfman, f . ........................................... 6 
Branizzl, f ............. ................ ............ 0 
Morgnn, c ... ............................................ 1 
Koontz, c ········--····--·-···-·-···········-······· 0 
Barb, g , -···-···············- ··········-·-·---···· 0 
Hunt, g ··-·······-·········-········-·-····-···-····-··-··· 7 
Travis, g ·---····-······--···-··········-··-········ 2 :i5~~~~~fi. gg ···::::: :=:::::::: :::·:~:::::::: ::::: ~ 
Totals ....... ··-·-··---············-·· ............ 26 
REGIS (~2) 
F 
4 
0 
0 
1 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
-
7 
p 
3 
1 
2 
3 
2 
1 
1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
-
16 
p 
ers were a different ball-rustling 
outfit altogether. They were be-
hind 6-0 in less than a minute, 
but the basket making of two 
Milwaukee boys, Phil Callen and 
Bob Braunreiter, · quickly counter-
matched this, and at intermission 
the score was even-up at 15-15. 
The third quarter saw the lead 
change hands four times. Martin 
and Sunderland controlled the 
backboards in fine shape and it 
appeared as though the Rangers 
might garner their first win. With 
fifteen minutes left to play, Frank 
Morgan, six foot five inch Mines 
center, began tipping in shot af-
ter shot with perfect backboard 
timing. This was all t h a t the 
Miners needed and they went on 
to win by 13 points. • 
Braum·eiter's twenty poi n t ~ 
were high for the evening. Mor-
gan with sixteen was top man for 
the Orediggers. 
Players G 
Antonelli , f .......................................... 2 
F 
1 
0 
0 
7 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 1 
0 •••• '"'~*"''"'""¥ . ... 
........... 
Clifford, f ................. ................................ 0 
Coursey, f ................................................ 1 
Braunreiter, f ................................... 3 
Martin, f ..... ..................... ....................... 2 
Naida, f ....................... . .. .......................... 0 
0 ~ Four Intramural Outfits 
1 Sunderland, c .................................... 2 
Newton, g .................. ............................ 0 
Burke, g ................................................. 0 
Callen, g .................................................. 0 
Fitzsimmons , g· ................ ............. 0 J Unbeaten; Dominos Ahead 
Totals ········--·-··-··-·--····-·····-·········-·······10 12 10 Halftime score--Mines 28, Regis 11. 
Officials-Thiel and JohnSon. 
S:E;COND GAME 
MINES (48) 
Players G 
Mahan, f .......................... .................. 3 
Koontz, f 0 
Corfman. f ..................... ................... 2 
Morgan, c -······---- ..................... ... .. ...... 7 
Barb, c ............. ...................................... 1 
Hunt, g ..... ........ ... . .................... . .. ... 3 
Dasovich, g ....................... ... .... ........ 4 
Travis , g .... ..... ..... ............... . ..... 0 
Tota ls . ............ ···············-- ....... 20 
REGIS (35) 
Players G 
Braunreiter, f ................................. 7 
Antonelli, f ········----···········-·-········----····· 1 
Martin, f -·-·-··-··············-· ··········-·--·-······· 1 
Sunderland, c --·-·····----··········-·--····· 1 
Fi.tzsimmons, g --·--······-··--············· (} 
Burke, g ···-··············-····-············-····------·-- 1 
Callen, g ·····-···············---················--········ 2 
Newton, g ...................... ----·-········- ... 0 
F p 
2 1 
0 0 
1 1 
2 1 
0 1 
3 3 
0 3 
0 0 
-
-
8 10 
F p 
6 2 
0 2 
0 3 
0 0 
0 3 
3 0 
0 2 
0 2 
- -
Totals ·······--·--·····-····-····-······-···-·-·· _ .... 13 9 16 
Halftime score-Mines 15, Regis 15. 
Officials-Johnson and B eresford . 
With the intramural basketball program entering its third 
week of play, four unbeaten quintets have sounded a notice 
to all that they are out to capture the crown. These outfits 
are the Dominoes captained by Vince Domenico, Neal .Mul-
doon's Gahan's Boys, the Bonecrushers led by Tom Phelan, 
and the Regers captained by Paul Brockwell. The boys in 
the know about the campus seem+ 
to think the championship will be 
won by one of these four clubs. 
The Regers have · a well .balanced 
unit while the Bonecrushers have 
displayed unusual scoring power. 
There are still four other clubs 
which stand a chance of rallying 
later in the season and giving the 
leaders .plenty of trouble. These 
are the Pokes, the Flashes, the 
Buzzers, and the Atoms. The other 
fives are still victoryless. 
The scoring punch of the Bone-
crushers was revealed last week 
when they took the Pressman into 
camp 48-6. Mal McLennan, better 
known for his grid feats, tossed 
in 19 points. ;phelan accounted 
for 14 markers whlle Morizumi 
tallied 10 points. 
The Regers have two of the top 
scorers on their roster in Paul 
Brockwell and Pill Schroll. Neal 
................... ,.,.. ......... ..... ,, ...... ....,,:_..,. .................. ,.. ................. .., ........ "' 
Consequently if the navy doesn't call up its men the 1948 
Rangers will be built around those two terro:rs from Colo-
rado Springs-John Singer and Mal McLennon. Regis High Wins Cage Title 
De~~er T~~j~ns .St~p R~;g· ~;s B & G Names Its All Parochial 
A hustlmg, scrappy bunch of Regis Reds, the red and 
Muldoon and Roy McCoy are point 
getters on no little scale for the 
Gahan and Dominoes · outfits re-
spectively. C on s i d e r i n g the 
eveness of the leaders, the play-
offs, to be held in two weeks, 
should surpass the successful ones 
held last year. ' 
The standings: 
WL WL 
Dominoes ......... 3 0 
Regers ................. 2 0 
Buzzers .............. 1 1 
Mugs ..... .............. 1 2 
In Ch •t B ttl L t E white clad kids from across the way, annexed another title arJ y a e as ve to their long line of championships by nipping Cathedral high 
Last evening the Rangers drop-+---------------
school 34-32 to win the Denver Parochial league in the feature 
game o£ a tripleheader played last Sunday at the state armory. 
ped a game to the South Denver 
Trojans, 48-34, in a charity game 
at the penver Y. M. C. A. The 
Rangers were minus the services 
of fr star forward, Bob Braun-
r , who is in the school in-
firmary. 
The Trojans took the lead im-
mediately after the opening tip-
off anq never gave it up, although 
Regis brought the score to 6-all 
a few minutes later. The Trojans 
used a good bunch of set plays 
to stymie the Regis man-to-man 
defense. Regis relied on its usual 
fast-break style of play. 
Going into the last ten min-
utes the Rangers were trailing by 
16 points when Art Fitzsimmons 
started a rally with a hook shot 
from the side court. Antonelli 
swished a set shot and the fever 
hit the teams. Regis came with-
in 6 points before the Trojans 
started clic~g and pulled away. 
By virtue of their win, the Reds will be the hot favorites to 
capture the state tourney to bet-
held this weekend. did, proved most invaluable to-
ward victory. 
Cathedral had standouts in Me-There were forty-six fouls called It was only after a stiff fight 
and twenty-four foul shots missed. · to the finish that the Blue jays 
finally met defeat. T i m e and Garry and peidel while the entire 
TROJANS (48) 
Players G 
Lind, f ··················-········---·-····--··--·· 3 
Sheetn. f ···········-··-·····--·-·····-·-·-··· 2 Glrtln, f .................................................... 9 
Frates, c . ., .......................................... ..... 0 
Peterson, g ······················-···-·---- 0 Schwraz, g ......................................... 1 
Proctor. g ...................................... : ...... 3 
§!~:;~~::.· : :::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::: g 
Totals -·············-······-···········--·······----19 
REGIS (34) 
Players G 
Antonelli. f ......................................... 5 
Martin, f ·····-·····-···-·---·····--··········- 0 
Coursey, f ······--·-··-·······--·-·····-·····- 1 
Sunderland, c --·----·----- 2 
Burk, g --··---···-···-····· ·······---··--···- 0 
Callen. g ···········--···--···-·----·---- 1 
Newton, g --··-··········------ 1 
Fitzsimmons, g -·--····-··---·-·-· 1 
Naida, g ·-········-····---···-····-··-·---··-· 0 
Totals -·····-···················-···--·········-·-·11 
F 
4 
1 
2 
2 
() 
1 
0 
0 
2 
-
JO 
F 
2 
1 
0 
2 
0 
3 
3 
1 . 
0 
-
12 
-
p again they rallied to knot the first five performed well for Regis. 
4 score, but were never able to surge This same fact held true fo:r: the 
~ ahead of the Reds. With six and Reds in the past two years. A 
~ a half minutes remaining to play, fast, welt balanced unit again this 
2 the Reds we r e leading 32-25. season will probably indicate that ~ Cathedral aces, Dei de 1 and the Reds have ,the stuff to win tts 
2 M G r b ga t hit d · fo third state title in as many years. c a ry, e n o an 1n ur 
minutes the score stood as when Hats off to John Heit, Joe Giblin, 24 
p 
3 
4 
0 
2 
4 
2 
4 
3 
0 
-22 
the final gun popped. Without Gene Mapelli, Jim Quinn, Ed Ma-
the specatacular c.oolness of Regis' guire, Coach Steve O'Rourke, and 
Jim Quinn in the waning seconds, Regis High School. 
the Reds might have tasted de-
feat. He remained calm while the 
other nine players on the floor 
and the entire stands were in 
histerics. This, if any one thing 
AU-Parochial Named 
Climaxing the league competi-
tion, the sports staff of the Brown 
and G o 1 d announces its All-
( Continued on Page 8 
Bonecrush's ... 2 0 
Gahan's B. ... 2 0 
Pokes .................... 1 1 
Atoms ····--··-··········1 1 
Flashes .............. 0 1 
57 Club .............. 0 2 
B.A.C. ········- ···· 0 2 Presman ............ 0 3 
Men's suits cleaned and pressed 
43e 
We call and deliver GL. 5135 
4112 TEJON STREET 
California Cleaners 
"SNAPSHOTS" 
the !all and winter sport of 
millions. 
Photograph your favorite foot-
ball players In natural colors. 
Your Kodak !lim can be de-
veloped only once-For quality 
developing, printing and en-
larging leave your film with 
Haanstad's. 
Your film is handled only by 
experienced technicians. 
HAANSTAD'S CAMERA 
& GIFT SHOP 
404-408 16th St. DENVER 
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Regis Participates in 
Speech Conference I L--~-U_,._,_,_,._fl __ C_;e_Jf_t_:B_* _ :~_~_~_s_n...JI ~~~~~~~;;.~= ~r~~~7.~~;,~m~ 
Regis College was one of the are Joe Ginsburg of St. Joseph's are crowding the gates,· any uni-(Continued from Page 6) his major at Regis, and to coach 
nineteen participating colleges in and John Heit of Regis. The cen- versity can have a full athlet1·c 
resignation of "Sarge" MacKenzie. football, basketball, and baseball 
the anriual Rocky M o u n t a i n Phil received the honors of being in either a high school or a col- ter spot goes to Art Dollaghan program when the ledger entries 
Speech Conference held at Denver of St. Francis and the guard po- are written in black 1"nk. It takes given honorable mention on the lege when the war is over. 
university Friday, Saturday, and Associated Press' Little All-Amer- sitions are awarded to Ed Maguire guts to form plans and sink a 
Sunday, February 12, 13, and 14. ican team. JOHN LANGSFELD of Regis and Bernard Deidel of personal fortune into ventures 
The-annual affair which is. held In basketball, Phil plays at a John Langsfeld, after gradua.T- Cathedral. which you can't be sure will have 
at Denver university campus every guard position . and has started ing from North high school in . This team, stronger than that even an outside chance of rna-
year was represented this year by every game this season. He can Denver in 1940 and working two of last year, is composed of three terializing. If conditions force -
nine states and over two dozen hold the opponents' high scorer ye-ars, came. to Regis as a fresh- forwards and two guards. Dolla- abandonment of intercolleg1 
high schools and colleges. Dele- down and can, at the same tim:e, man this year. At North, John ghan, ordinarily a forward, was athletics, we must concentrate 
gates assembled from South pa- make some fancy shots of his played basketball and made a moved to center in place of Me- more than ever on interscholastic 
kota, Nebraska, Utah, California, own. During a recent conversa- letter in wrestling. He was elect- Garry because of his high scoring. sport. It is one way of keeping 
Kansas, Oklahoma, W yo m t n g, tion about basketball, Phil said, ed president of the freshman class Bill Dunne be eke of Mullen Home alive in the land the fundamental 
Montana, and Colorado to discuss "I like a good fast man-to-man this year and has been working would have been a cinch at center that made America great-the 
and to debate the problems of war defensive, myself," a statement hard to put his class on an active had he remained in school for the spirit of competition." These are 
and post-war reconstruction. which just goes to show that he basis. He has been taking a pre- last part of the season. Ginsberg the words of Arch Ward, sports 
The meet started on Friday likes to work hard in any form dental course and plans to go to and Heit were the only holdovers editor of the Chicago Tribune. It 
afternoon and was climaxed on ·of athletics. Creighton to complete his studies from last year. Their ability mer- is about time that some praise 
Sunday afternoon by a Town-Hall Phil hopes to become a three- after the war. ited them unanimous choices for be given to those men who make 
broadcast from Denver university, sport coach after his graduation. On Regis' basketball team, the team. Deidel was the balance our gigantic sports menu avail-
broadcast which included Francis He would like to teach history, "Langs" was the equivalent of a wheel of the Cathedral five. His able. During the heyday too much 
Morriss of Regis, top-ranking . • • -~ • u ............. utility man on a baseball team. all-around play was largely re- was not heard of these men but 
speaker a t the meet. He played anyone of the three sponsible for the success of the now when they are willing to sink 
Fl.tzsun· ·ODS Stars too positions. At the first of the sea- Bluejays. Maguire was the high- every cent, and more, that the ~r Corps Reserves 
Go on Active Duty 
son he was a reserve center. As est scoring guard the league has sport has given them wr. should 
M h f R the season grew older he moved seen in many a campaign. This, take time out to at least let them uc or angers, around from position to position. together with his muscle work know that we are aware of their He was a better defensive man around the backboards, put him sacrifice. 
(Continued from Page 6) 
(Continued from Page 1) 
t hose called to the air corps. Don 
enlist ed on Sept. 1, 1942. He is 
from Denver, and he attended 
North Denver high school. Win-
t er says tha t aft er the war he 
will r eturn to school here at Regis 
and finish his course. 
U., were the balance wheels, but 
it was Roeschlien at forward who 
starred against the Rangers. He 
threw in ten field goals in less 
than three quarters to cop scoring 
honors. Braunreiter with 13 mark-
ers and Antonelli with 11 topped 
the Regis scorers. Newton played 
well under the baskets. 
J ames Gleason a third year 
mathematics major was another 
one of the nine who were called 
t o act ive service. J ames is a 
Theta Alpha Delta. When he be-
comes a civilian again, Gleason 
says tha t he too will come back 
to Regis College to complete his 
course and again his B. S. degree 
BOX SCORE 
FITZSIMONS 54 
P la yer s · G. 
Micheli, f ·······················-·········-·········· 4 
Rich eta, f -···-·····-··-··-····················-···· 0 
Tok, f -·····--·-·····-····-·-·--···-·-·-···-- 2 
Giepin, c --··-··-·····-············--·--····· 0 
Martin, c ············-·······················---···· 2 ~!~l~~,;~~ .. #.:.~::===-==.:=::==~~~=- ~ 
~o~~en~ g:····::::::::::::::::::::::::::=::::::=::::: ~ 
in mathematics. Jim attended Tota ls ·······················-········-·· ...... 24 
Regis H igh School and played REGIS 37 
varsity football there. Gleason has Player s G. 
b h 
An t onelli, f -·······························--······ 5 
a rot er J ohn who is here in Ma rtin, f ·······················-···-·········-···-····· o 
college, and two more brothers B raunreiter, f ···--·-······-··--·-- 6 
a ttending Regis High School. ~~~fJ~~d· ... ~~-·~:=:==::=::::::=.=.:=:::: ~ 
Michael Griego, a senior and "b~\f:~~~o~-~~----·~---=~:~~::::::::~=: i 
business administra tion major, ~~~~·. i :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~:.:=: g 
was also one of the nine. Mike _ 
Was prominent on the campus as Totals ·····-···········-····-··············'·---16 
F . P. 
0 4 
0 0 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 0 
3 0 
0 0 
1 0 
2 2 
- -
6 11 
F. P . 
1 2 
2 0 
1 0 
0 0 
1 4 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 1 
0 0 
- -
5 10 
a football player, then manager · ~ ~ • .._....,.., • ·.. .. .. • • 
of the football and basketball course in navigation offered by 
squads this year, and a student Regis this semester. 
manager of intramural sports. Jack McMahon, a junior, was 
Griego was a member of the R another df the group. Jack was 
club. He attended Mullen high a transfer from Ft. Dodge j.unior 
and played football, baseball, and college Ft. Dodge, Iowa. He 
in the Mullen high band. Mike played guard on the Ranger foot-
has no plans for after the war. He fall squad this last semester. Me-
says that he feels the future too Mahon enlisted during the last 
uncertain to make any plans at semester. His Brother, Don, is in 
present. Griego is the only senior the Naval Air Corps (class V-5). 
in the group to leave. He would Leroy Oman, freshman and 
have graduated in May at • the science student from Denver, was 
end of the present semester. another reservist who was called. 
Another of those to leave was He enlisted during the last semes-
Ben Hannigan, ·sophomore and ter. Leroy was one of the younger 
science major, who enlisted when members of the Chemistry club. 
the joint procurement board visit- He attended Minden high school 
ed here. Ben was an active mem- in· Nebraska, coming to Regis last 
ber of the Chemistry club. He September. 
went to St. Francis high. Hanni- John Bible was a third member 
gan intends to go into engineering of· the Freshman class who left. 
after the war, John is a Denver · boy. He at-
George Hunter, a junior from tended St. Soseph's high school 
Rock Springs, Wyoming, was an- and is eighteen years old. 
other of the reservicts. George is Everyone of this group went to 
twenty-one. Hunter was quite Jefferson Barracks, Missouri 
famous for his collection of rec- which is just a few miles outside 
ords. He was taking the special of St. Louis. 
SWIGERT BROS., 
Optometrists 
Devoted Exclusively to the Examining of Eyes and Fitting of 
Glasses. 
1550 CALIFORNIA ST. KE. 7651 
than offensive one and he would on the first team. It is difficult "'"""'""'""""""'""'•"' .. "' .. ,...,..~,.. .. ..... ......, ...... .,.. • .,...,....._ ........ ,...., • .., • .., •.,..,.,. •  
rather play a zone than a man-to- to keep the best defensive man 
man defense. When it comes to in the loop off the honor roll, but 
offense though, he favors a fast considering all the facts it had to 
break and likes to attempt his be done. Jim Quinn of Regis, for 
shots from in close to the basket. that reason, is named the sixth 
Ice-skating is John's favorite man in the league. His offensive 
activity. Three years ago he played following was second to none, but 
on one of the local hockey teams his scoring was not as high as 
the others. here in the city. 
Students Speak-
The second team is composed of 
Joe Giblin of Regis and Bob Fer-
riter of Mullen Home. Lloyd Mc-
Garry nabbed the pivot position 
and Jim Quinn is put at a guard 
with Bob Garland of St. Francis. 
Regis vs. D. U.-
(Continued from Page 6) 
Martin played his best game of 
the year ·. last week. Art Fi tz. 
simmons will team with Dick 
Burke at the guard posts and 
Jim Sunderland will ·be at center. 
The Friday night game will be 
played at the D. U. gyro and will 
start at 7:30 p. m. The g'ame 
Saturday night will begin. at the 
same time and will be played here 
at the Regis. 
VIOLET invites you to the _ 
(Continued from Page 1) 
individual speakers. The speakers 
above are somewhat tentative but 
the topics mentioned are to be the 
basis for the symposium. The gen· 
eral topic is to be 'Victory, and 
Then 'l' The meeting is open to 
the general public and anyone, 
particularly the parents of the 
students, are invited" to attend. 
KEN GRILL 
580 17th St., in the Kenroar.Jc Hotel Phone TAbor 4769 
• FINE FOODS • BAR AND FOUNTAIN 
PRIVATE DINING ROOMS VIOLET WATTERS 
Malee a Date 
for the 
FLUNKERS' FROUC 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 26 
Cathedral Room 
--
Albany Hotel 
* 
$1.00 per couple Mall Kramer's Band 
